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ABSTRACT
In mobile opportunistic social networks (MOSNs), mobile devices carried by people communicate with each
other directly when they meet for proximity-based MOSN services (e.g., file sharing) without the support of
infrastructures. In current methods, when nodes meet, they simply communicate with their real IDs, which
leads to privacy and security concerns. Anonymizing real IDs among neighbor nodes solves such concerns.
However, this prevents nodes from collecting real ID-based encountering information, which is needed to
support MOSN services. In Face Change, each node continually changes its pseudonyms and parameters
when communicating with neighbors nodes to hide its real ID
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I. INTRODUCTION

information collection in MOSNs. Implementation
on smart phones also demonstrates its energy

Face Change that can support both anonymizing real

efficiency.

IDs among neighbor nodes and collecting real IDbased encountering information. For node

A. Aims and Objectives

anonymity, two encountering nodes communicate

 In Face Change, each node continually changes

anonymously. Only when the two nodes disconnect

its

with each other, each node forwards an encrypted

communicating with neighbours nodes to hide

encountering evidence to the encountered node to

its real ID.

pseudonyms

and

parameters

when

enable encountering information collection. A set of
novel schemes are designed to ensure the

 Face Change prevents two encountering nodes
from disclosing the real IDs during the

confidentiality and uniqueness of encountering

encountering, so malicious nodes cannot

evidences. FaceChange also supports fine-grained

identify targets from neighbours for attack.

control over what information is shared with the

 Packet routing can be conducted correctly and

encountered node based on attribute similarity (i.e.,

efficiently in Face Change.

trust), which is calculated without disclosing
attributes. Advanced extensions for sharing real IDs
between mutually trusted nodes and more efficient
encountering evidence collection are also proposed.
Extensive analysis and experiments show the
effectiveness of FaceChange on protecting node
privacy and meanwhile supporting the encountering
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II. ARCHITECTURE
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Modules
❖ Preventing Nodes
❖ Encountering Evidence Relaying Scheme
❖ Trust authority (TA)
❖ Packet Routing Process
Modules description:

(a)

Preventing

Nodes:

FaceChange

can

prevent

malicious nodes from acquiring meaningful private
information

by

overhearing

the

encountering

evidences and packets transmitted between two
nodes.

Firstly

the

encountering

evidence

is

encrypted by a key originated from two randomly
generated numbers from the two encountering nodes,
which are not disclosed in the network. Then, the
eavesdropper cannot understand the content in the

(b)
Figure 1. Demonstration of a privacy issue and a

transmitted encountering evidences. Secondly in

possible solution in MOSNs.
(a) Possible privacy issue.

MOSN routing, the receiver of a packet is not
necessary the destination of the packet. As a result,
the eavesdropper cannot determine the ID of a node

(b) Solution: neighbor Anonymity.

based on packets it receives
Figure 1(a), When neighbor nodes communicate
with real IDs, a malicious node can easily identify

Encountering Evidence Relaying Scheme:

attack targets from neighbors and launch attacks to

scheme, during the encountering, the recipient node

degrade the system performance or steal important
documents. Further, without protection, malicious

specifies a relay node and encrypts its real ID with
the public key of the relay node. It then forwards

nodes can also easily sense the encountering between

such information to the creator. Later, after the two

nodes

node

nodes separate, the creator routes the encountering

anonymity is needed to prevent the disclosure of real
IDs to neighbors. Clearly, a permanent pseudonym

evidence to the relay node, which decrypts the ID of

cannot achieve such a goal since it can be linked to a
node, which can still enable malicious nodes to

the recipient node, thereby delivering the
encountering evidence. A trusted node refers to the

recognize targets from neighbor nodes. Thus, an

node that is believed to keep its private key secure

intuitive method to realize the neighbor node

(i.e., does not share it with any other nodes).

anonymity is to let each node continuously change

Otherwise, neighbor anonymity may be broken

its pseudonym used in the communication with
neighbors, as shown in Figure 1(b). However, when

during the encountering. This is because, when two
nodes meet, each node encrypts its real ID with the

neighbor node anonymity is enforced, nodes cannot

public key of the relay node and sends that to the

collect the real ID based encountering information

encountered node. Then, if the relay node‟s private

(i.e., cannot know whom they have met), which

key is disclosed, the real ID is no longer safe.

for

attacks.

Therefore,

neighbor

In this

the recipient node and further routes the evidence to

disables a aforementioned MOSN services.
Trust authority (TA) The trust authority (TA), for
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the corresponding service. Since those services are

72

built upon node encountering, nodes need to collect

proposed to support the “white list” feature and

real ID based encountering information. For example,

enhance

nodes need to know whom they have met to identify

efficiency. Extensive analysis and experiments are

proximity based social community/relationships. In

conducted to prove the effectiveness and energy

packet

efficiency of Face Change in protecting node privacy

routing,

nodes

need

to

collect

the

the

encountering

supporting

he

evidence

encountering

relaying

encountering information to deduce their future

and

information

meeting probabilities with others. Then, a packet can
always be forwarded to the appropriate forwarder

collection in MOSNs. In the future, we plan to
investigate how to generalize the process of adapting

Trust Authority (TA) in the system responsible for

applications in mobile opportunistic social networks

some system management functions such as system

to Face Change seamlessly.

parameters and certificates distribution and attribute
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